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QUOTATION NOTICE 

Sealed quotations are invited from fish farmers for entering into a rate contract for supply of Live 

fish of different species in aerated water tanks at KVK's Farm shoppe at ICAR-CMFRI, 

Ernakulam North PO, Kochi-18 for the period 1.2.2021 to 31.01.2022. Those farmers who are 

primary producers of the indicated fish species may quote the rate in the following format: 

|SI No Price (Rs.) per Kg | Rate Valid till date Item 

1. Live Asian Seabass (Size 1 to 2.5 Kg) 

2. Live Red Snapper (Size 0.7 to 1.2 Kg) 

3. Live Pearlspot (Size 150 to 300 gm) 

4. Live Tilapia (Size 250 to 600 gm) 

Terms& Conditions: 
1. The cover containing quotations should be superscribed as Supply of Live fish of 

different species in aerated water tanks at KVK's Farm shoppe due on 22.01.2021 
2. The quotations should reach the office not later than 14.30 hrs on 22.01. 2021. 

3. The quotations will be opened at 15.00 hours on 22.01.2021 
4. The rates quoted should be valid for one year from 1.2.2021 to 31.01.2022. 

5. The rate quoted should include transportation, unloading, maintaining in aerated tanks 
in farm shoppe till sold out, harvesting as per customer demand, weighing, cleaning 
cutting, packing including packing material cost, daily disposal of wastes from the 
campus, water exchange in tanks, operation of aeration system. 

6. The fishes should be the ones reared by following standard package of practice by 

feeding contaminant free feed and free of any diseases/infections. 
7. This KVK has right to reject the whole lot if any one fish is found disease infected/poor 

quality and payment will not be made for such rejected consignments. 

8. Payment for accepted consignments will be made through e-payment, i.e, Electronic 

Clearing System (ECS)/ Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) for which your bank account 
number with bank code may invariably be mentioned in each bill. 

9. The decision of the Director, CMFRI would be final in case of disputes if any. 

Senior Scientist &Head 

To 
1. Farmers as per attached list 

2. CMFRI website 

3. KVK website 

4. KVK Notice board 


